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"I just started to learn how to Crochet. I was not sure where to start and a friend of mine told me
about this book, so I ordered it. If you take a look at the blankets on the left I was able to do that
within one day of reading this book.I'd like to learn how to do more difficult stuff like the image on
the right, but I will as soon as I learn all the basics. I've learned how to do the granny square,
flowers, scarfs, making designs in different colors, putting together a seam, how to do a slip
stitch, woven seam, circles and all kinds of different stitches.I really would like her to write a
more advanced book so I can learn how to do really complicated projects and sell them on eBay.
This book was awesome and gave me a good start to learn this craft." - Christina. AThe Ultimate
Illustrated Guide to Crochet for BeginnersHave you ever wanted to learn how to crochet? Do you
cherish that afghan your dear old aunt made you years ago?Now you can carry on that tradition
of creating beautiful, handmade heirloom gifts that will be loved for generations to come by
learning how to crochet them yourself!You are never too old or too young to discover the beauty
of crocheting. The skills that you master today, their benefits, and the beautiful end products you
make, can last a lifetime and even be passed on to future generations.This Learn the Art of
Crochet in Just Three Days book is the complete, concise guide to crochet for the absolute
beginner.I wrote this guide in an informal, easy to understand style with lots of illustrations and
actual images. I also divided this guide into three parts. Read and practice one part each day,
and you will see at the end of the third day you will be able to crochet a few simple yet beautiful
pieces and be proud of yourself.Here is What You will Learn.What Tools you will needHow to
Select the Right YarnHow to Decipher PatternsHow to Learn & Master 8 Basic Stiches like Slip
Knot, YO, CH, SL ST, SC, HDC, DC and MoreHow to Lean & Master Advanced Procedures like
increase, Decrease & MoreHow to Attach new YarnHow to Change Yarn ColorHow to Crochet in
CirclesHow to Join Seams & PiecesHow to add Various EdgingProper Blocking MethodsProper
Cleaning & Washing MethodsPractice ProjectsPractice Project – Crochet FlowerPractice Project
– Granny SquarePractice Project – Decorative Dish ClothPractice Project – Trendy ScarfThese
last four are practice projects. After you finish the guide, you should be able to make all four of
these patterns with ease.Let’s get started…
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Christina D Anderson, “This book is AWESOME!. I just started to learn how to Crochet. I was not
sure where to start and a friend of mine told me about this book, so I ordered it. If you take a look
at the blankets on the left I was able to do that within one day of reading this book. I'd like to
learn how to do more difficult stuff like the image on the right, but I will as soon as I learn all the
basics. I've learned how to do the granny square, flowers, scarfs, making designs in different
colors, putting together a seam, how to do a slip stitch, woven seam, circles and all kinds of
different stitches. I really would like her to write a more advanced book so I can learn how to do
really complicated projects and sell them on eBay. This book was awesome and gave me a good
start to learn this craft.”

Jill R, “Crocheting is easy with this Guide!. Learn Crochet in Just Three Days By Millie
AndersonWhat I love about this book is the amount of detail Anderson includes.Inside this book,
there is every possible item you need to get started Crocheting. Once you get your items you
can get started with the step by step instructions on stitching techniques of various
types.Pictures accompany the lessons which greatly assists the beginner to understand the
process in a very real way.You can start with simple projects and work your way up to the more
advanced ones very quickly.All in all the perfect guide for learning this craft with confidence.”

Dave B., “Crocheting Made Easy!. Have to crochet something for a gift. Never even sewed a
button on a shirt in my life. This book was exactly what I’m looking for. It’s extraordinarily
thorough. The language is clear and easy to understand, and the pictures are wonderful, very
useful. They make the steps even easier to understand.”

char, “Quick Learning to Crochet. The books looked very nice.  They were for gifts”

Terry Peers, “A new book that feels old.. Disappointingly, the diagrams and photography are not
first class, having a slightly fuzzy edge and poor focus, giving this a feel of a 1970s book for all it
is a brand new publication. Additionally the print edition is solely in black and white. Still an
excellent text but I was expecting it to be in colour as per the ‘look inside’ shown, and yes, I know
that says it’s the kindle edition but my kindle can’t handle colour and I wouldn’t want this type of
book in that format anyway! Also no guidance for us left handlers as to how to read/adapt
patterns, again, not major but worth noting.Still rates 4 stars for clear text and easy to follow
instructions.”

The book by Millie Anderson has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 76 people have provided feedback.
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